The rf impedance of superconducting point contacts has been measured as a function of the quantummechancial phase difFerence $ across the point contact. By representing the point contact as a parallel combination of an inductor Z($) = (h/2e) (&&"/BQ) ' and a resistor R = 1/G(p) the current-phase relation I~($) and the phase-dependent conductance G($) have been determined from measurements at 30 MHz on phase-biased niobium point contacts. For point contacts with sufficiently small critical current I"the inductance was J($) = h/2eI, c~yielding the expected negative inductance branch for m/2 & $ (w and a sinusoidal current-phase relation. For larger critical currents there were departures from the sinusoidal form for the measured E"($). There was a phaseMependent conductance that is an increasing function of $ corresponding to a negative coefFicient for the cos$ term in the Josephson current.
I. INTRODUCTION The Joseyhson equations describing the total current I flowing between two weakly connected suyerconductors can be written in the form I = I, sin p+ G, (1+ n cosp)V, B 2e 'dt where (Ie) is the gauge-invariant phase difference between the wave functions of the two superconductors, I, is the critical current, G, is the normal conductance of the weak link, and n is the ratio of conductance associated with the phase-dependent term to the normal conductance (g, /cr, in Josephson's notation). ' In general the coefficients I"Gp, and n depend on voltage and temperature, however, we will assume that for small voltages relative to the energy gay and fixed temperature they are constants; we also assume a uniform current density.
The total current I can be considered to be the sum of two contributions, a pair current I~(P) = I, sing and a quasiparticle current I, (p) =G(P) V determined by e phase-dependent conductance G(p (Fig. 2) . By inverting Eqs. (10) and (11) we obtain 2 and R in terms of L, ,ff and R ff . .
As shown in Fig. 3 (Fig. 3) . The components shown within the dashed box in Fig. 4 were contained in a copper chamber filled with helium gas. This chamber, which was immersed in liquid helium, was completely surrounded by lead foil to serve as a superconducting shield. Fig. 9 and it is correspondingly truncated. This curve is a measure of current-phase relation only up to some value 4"= (4")z at which the discontinuity in p(4") occurred.
The precise value of (@d, )z cannot be obtained without a Priori knowledge of the current-phase relation. However an estimate can be obtained by assuming I~(P) = I, sing, using Eq. (3) 
